
hoffman offers advice at arctic business breakfast
the arctic development coun-

cil small business incubator office
in barrow at one of their recent
weekly business breakfast gather-
ings featured ukpeagvik inupiat
corporations chief administra-
tive officer david hoffman who

shared his small business dream
as well as some of the pitfalls that

came along the way to an over-
flow group of about a dozen busi-
ness persons

my wife decdee and I1 had a

dream and set up a village based
consulting business in august
1983 he said our idea was that
with a computer and modem we
could compete with other man-

agement and business consult-
ants

hoffman said they had a com-
prehensive business plan but did

not anticipate some basic prob-
lems such as finding a place to
live in ruby but he said they
managed to remodel an old min

ing cabin for quarters
theres no reasonmason you cannot

be in rural alaska and run a world
class business he said

however hoffman told the
group that he had to deal with the
perception of outsiders in places
like anchorage that if you are
from rural alaska you arcare dumb
other problems included cash
flow and getting clients to pay
bills in a timely manner he spoke
about the entrepreneurial terror

he and his wife experienced at

times due to lack of cash

hoffman said sometimes
people wonder why a person
would want to go into businessbusi nassncss on
the north slope as opposed to
continuing a paid government job
1 I think it has to do with two
things he said when looking
at entrepreneurs I1 see a special
spark in their eye and a spring in

their step in addition he said

there can be financial rewards
down the road

questions included one from

tina corwin of barrow who
spoke about the difficulty ofwork-
ing on a business plan after a long
day of work others in the group

advised trying to do a little bit

each day also networking and
getting organized enough to avoid
later frustration such as around
tax time


